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Regarding a collaboration of different
partners working on an area project

In the end we all have the
same goal, we want to add
value It wouldn t work if the
objective was only financial
Anneke J nge i

Anneke
Jongerius
is
AM s
placemaker and branding strategist
working throughout the Randstad
area, both in cities and in villages, to
ensure that deep participation is
embedded in all the development
firm s diverse projects. While she
began her career in real estate
management,
she
adeptly
understood the value to involve the
community and stakeholders in
their living environments in order to
turn space into place through pride,
capacity
building,
and
representation. Based on this
understanding, she has developed
an integrated and systemic strategy
at AM using deep participation and
branding, stemming from the DNA
of the place.

For more than 20 years, Anneke Jongerius has
worked in real estate development. Initially, working
within commercial marketing and selling, she could
not believe that such new implementations were
occurring without actually asking the community and
users around the area. Realising the need for this,
especially in such large developments, she began to
examine the impact on the development and how
this influenced the surrounding community s daily
lived experiences. She then actively engaged with
users to more inclusively bring them to co-create and
be involved in the decision making for their homes
and public spaces.
Others took notice of the
difference this made, and how important her work
was to the overall development process. This
recognition spurred her leap over to AM, a Dutch
development firm, where she works throughout the
Netherlands and across diverse projects - from urban
to village, from mixed-use to residential, from small
scale to large scale. Additionally, the clients are also
diverse - ranging from municipality tenders to private
owners to corporations.
AM approaches development projects led by the
character of the place itself, and often works in a
phase-like manner on projects, especially those on a
larger scale. Thus, this requires overlapping processes
and management in order to co-create the area with
the new users, while honouring the existing
surrounding community, and further, engaging the
upcoming residents to understand their future needs
and integrating them in with the collective whole. A
collaborative and participatory approach was
identified as a route to develop deeply functional,
loved, and sustainable areas. With so many different
scales and contexts, no one standardised copy paste
approach can work - instead they need an adaptable
and flexible model founded on place-led principles.
Thus, Anneke works to placemake all of AM s
projects.

E H D

Out of a large team, Anneke is a placemaker working
for AM's entire portfolio of projects, and due to this, she
needed a method that was clear, yet adaptable with
each new venture. In every project, she approaches it
using a blend of placemaking, place-led development,
and branding strategy to co-create thriving places. At
the nexus of this blend, Anneke has developed a
method to identify the DNA of the place . Importantly,
within this fused and iterative process, she keenly looks
out for persons within the surrounding community that
hold strong social ties and enthusiasm to become a
community
manager
during
the
project
implementation. From these community managers,
Anneke is better able to understand who to talk to, who
she has missed, and more robust local niche
knowledge.
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METHODS
From deeply getting to know the community at hand,
Anneke, with the community, is then able to identify
the DNA of the place using 3 key ingredients through
co-creation workshops and active communication.
With these three key ingredients (the DNA ), they
always make 10 rules. For example, at the DeBuurt in
Utrecht, they feel it is very important for people to meet
each other, to develop skills, and to relax. From these 3
key DNA ingredients, Anneke co-created with the
community a design that facilitated interaction and
engagement for the users to meet and relax - spanning
from design details for the front doors, stairwells, and a
ground floor open super plinth.
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And from the DNA and 10 rules, both Anneke and the
rest of the project team are able to continue with their
work. Knowing the direction of the project, Anneke is
able to identify key figures in the neighbourhood that
complement that direction. This informs her who she
needs to pull in to collaborate with. For example, at the
Bijlmerbajes Bajes Kwartier, design was recognised as
an integral DNA ingredient. Therefore, Anneke looked
to artists, creators, and those in the fashion industry.
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FINANCIAL MODEL

GOVERNANCE

Anneke and the project team intentionally lay the
foundation for area management of the development
after their project end date. Oftentimes, this comes
together with relative ease, as the motivated and
dedicated users volunteer in response to Anneke s
search to take on these caretaking roles of the place.
Towards the end of the project, AM gradually steps
back and allows area management to continue
organically.
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AM s financial model exists internally - built into the
development process- to implement placemaking and
Anneke s energies to co-create the future development
with the community into every single area
development project that AM works on.
Normally, the developer operates until the project's
completion date, meaning that there is no long term
involvement beyond the completion of a project.
However, by implementing placemaking in an early
stage, the volunteers and users naturally and eagerly
practice stewardship on the area organically on their
own terms after the development phase. This structure
stems from the democratic foundation co-created by
the community interactions and workshops with
Anneke during the development phase and supports
efforts to last a lifetime.

KE CHA
Things can
change when
working on
projects over
a long time
frame.

When working
on such large
scale projects
over years, of
course details
can change. It
is important to
maintain good
communicatio
n with the
community
and manage
expectations.
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Ongoing
development
for the newly
moved in
users is
disruptive.

Since large
scale projects
are
implemented
in phases, and
for residential,
the ongoing
construction
can be
disruptive to
residents.

Measuring
and
exemplifying
the value
created from
place led
development.
We know we
create added
value,
both
socially
and
economically,
by
applying
place-led
development,
but
it
is
challenging to
quantify
this
impact.

Find
community
connectors.

To really get to
know
the
community,
tap into key
connectors
that
have
strong social
ties and help
you link up
with
others.
This especially
helps you talk
with
people
you
would
have
otherwise
missed.

E

Multiple
success using
the existing
resources of
the place and
community.
Use
placebased
principles
to
lead the cocreation of the
project, such
as finding the
unique
characteristics
that
users
want
and/or
possess in the
area - the DNA
and rules of
the place.

Focus on a
shared goal.

Financial
success is not
the singular
final goal,
rather,
everyone
wants to
achieve a
great place in
the end, and
with that,
other great
things come
from it too such as
financial
longevity and
social benefits.
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Keywords: user participation, public
project open call, collective programming

Julie Heyde is a French architect
and urbanist. She has worked for 10
years in this field before starting
DVTup in 2016. With offices in Paris
and Marseille, DVTup accompanies
users in their work to reinvest in
collectives spaces, as well as city
makers in better integrating the
communities
in
the
making
process, and further, revealing the
added value of the work done. They
believe that users are the engine of
these projects, and that they are
the tools themselves to aid in
creating a long term change in
their neighbourhoods. With a
transdisciplinary team of 6 people,
DVTup is actively engaged in
structuring a French placemaking
network.

The square, Lucien Brun, is 41,548 square
meters in a residential area of Aubervilliers,
in the region of Paris. In 2017, the city of
Aubervilliers, along with the local housing
corporation
and
the
communauté
d aglomération , launched a public open
call to renovate and give a new breath to
this underused space. The goal of this first
open call was to include the inhabitants and
users of the square in the creation process
and
collectively
define
the
new
programming of the square. The city had a
good network of local actors to engage in
the process, including a social centre
working with children, teenagers, elderly,
local
associations,
and
the
local
democracy service of the city. DVTup and
the landscape designers Coloco won the
first open call to accompany the city in this
process working alongside the local
communities. The project duration lasted
for 1,5 years and was structured into 3
phases : shared diagnosis, programming,
strategy. The phases in detail will be
described subsequently. This open call is
part of a larger process to renew the square.
Indeed, based on the work done by DVTup
and Coloco, with the residents and users,
the city can assess the future costs of the
project and allocate a specific public budget
for it. They can then launch a second open
call for landscape architects to actually start
reconstructing the square. Today the
project is still in the second open call phase
to select the landscape architects.

Image credit: DVTup

METHODS
The work of Coloco and DVTup was carried out in 3 phases (34 months per phase), each organised using 3 main moments.
Phase 1, Diagnosis:
In this phase, Coloco and DVTup made a diagnosis of the
square to understand the context,
challenges, identify
involved stakeholders, potential risks that could happen
during the process, and finally, the needs and expectations of
the communities.
The first moment of this phase began with different indoor
and outdoor workshops. They used maps, images, and visuals
elements as tools to engage the inhabitants and users of the
square in conversation. Then, the team organised walks
around the square to gather direct information on the place
and people s comments on what was good or not according
to them. For this step, it was also important to reach a wide
panel of people that would be as representative as possible of
its users, including different generations of inhabitants, local
business owners, members of the nearby school, etc.
After drawing a diagnosis of the square, the results were
presented to the City of Aubervilliers in a more technical
committee, mainly constituted of elected persons and
experts. At the end of this first phase, DVTup and Coloco
organised a moment gathering all the actors from the city
and the neighbourhood. This is a more informal time to get all
the stakeholders to meet and exchange directly, but with a
structured base to engage the discussion. This process of
mixing formal and informal moments was replicated in all 3
phases.

Phase 2, Programming:
From the diagnosis, Coloco and DVTup started to gather
creative ideas to define what could and where would be the
future uses and orientations of the square.
The first moment of the second phase (gathering creative
ideas) was combined with workshops and tests of the uses in
situ in the square.
Then, DVTup and Coloco presented the results to the city.
The third moment again took shape through gathering in the
square with the different stakeholders. In this instance, they
invited an ice cream food truck with other activities to
showcase how they could engage the communities to
maintain this dynamic on the long term (orgware).

Phase 3, Strategy:
The third and final phase of this open call resulted in the
establishment of 2 scenarios from the landscape designers
Coloco, integrating the work that was previously done. Here,
the users and inhabitants were a bit less engaged in the
process because a moment of analysis and synthesis of all the
collected information was needed to draw the scenarios.
After exchanging again with the city and the local
communities, a final grand collective and festive moment was
organised. Through participative construction work, DVTup
and Coloco engaged all the stakeholders in a neighbourhood
party (ex: painting on the floor, sport activities). They
ultimately revealed 2 scenarios and the inhabitants and users
voted to select their favourite.

CONCLUSION

Next steps: After the selection of the preferred scenario,
taking place at the end of the project timeline for
DVTup and Coloco, these recommendations were
transferred into the guidelines for the second
upcoming open call. Within those, DVTup added extra
recommendations for the city to keep activating the
square with the local communities in consideration of
the expected construction phase.
Financial model: As the project is issued from the City
of Aubervilliers, the budget is entirely public.
Governance: The Square is managed by the city, as well
as the social housing authority for the parts closer to
the dwellings. This co-management on specific
subjects (maintenance, plants, cleaning, etc) and areas
would require regular exchanges for the agents
working separately on the same place. It would also
help for the users appropriation to identify one person
in charge.
.
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KE CHA
Lack of
legitimacy
ownership
from local
communities
People did not feel
legitimate to
organise events in
the square.
Culturally, French
people tend to rely
more on public
organisations to
take the initiative
in public space.
Empowering the
communities
allows them to
animate and
manage the
square
autonomously and
keep it lively on
the long term.

E GE

Long and rigid
public open
call process
After 2.5 years
there is still no
reconstruction
done in the
square. This very
long, fragmented,
and rigid public
open call process
diminishes the
involvement of
inhabitants and
users through
time. Moreover,
the second open
call will be
traditional and
won t require the
participation of
the communities.
As the new open
call is open to
competition, the
landscape
designer Coloco
that worked with
the local
stakeholders is
not sure to be
selected.

KE
Low public
budget and
low presence
on the ground
Being initiated by
local public
organisations, the
budget allocated
to the project is
insufficient to
allow for a more
frequent presence
of DVTup on site to
maintain the
longterm
management
of the place. There
is a budget for the
reconstruction, but
not for the
animation of the
square. According
to Julie Heyde, in
order to have a
more impactful
presence among
the communities,
they should be on
the ground at least
one day per week.

Always mix
formal and
informal
To engage all the
stakeholders, and
especially the
local
communities, it is
important to mix
formal and
informal
moments. As the
means to engage
various
stakeholders in
the making
process is
different, DVTup
chose a
methodology
that allowed the
groups to
participate in
both formally
oriented
workshops and
technical
meetings, but
also informal
celebrations in
the square.

E

Assure a
continuation
process when
the project
ends
In order to keep
engaging the
communities and
activating the
place, there must
be follow up
actions when the
project of the
professional
facilitators is
finished. DVTup
proposed
recommendation
s to the
municipality to
keep activating
the square with
the inhabitants
and local
businesses (thus
building the
orgware) before
the expected
construction
phase.

Create a
neighbourhood
association to
financially
sustain the
management
of the place
To overcome the
lack of public budget
for the management
of the square,
creating a
neighbourhood
association can be a
good solution.
Indeed, as the
project was initiated
by a public open call,
applying for extra
private funding is
not possible. In the
case of a
neighbourhood
association, this
becomes possible
and allows them to
gather a specific
budget to organise
the programming of
the square.
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Keywords: social investment fund, social
impact, systemic change, city makers,
placemakers

Hans Karssenberg is a founding
partner and public developer of
STIPO, an interdisciplinary team for
urban development based in the
Netherlands, as well as an initiator
behind the Stadmakersfonds - an
investment fund for city makers
and placemakers. Additionally, Hans
works to create more liveable and
loveable cities through his work
with The City at Eye Level
international methodology, and
through his role as Board Member
in
the
Placemaking
Europe
network.

The project of the Stadmakersfonds (in English, known as the
City Makers Fund) started for Hans Karssenberg by connecting
his own experience with the ZoHo neighbourhood in
Rotterdam with other city makers experiences across Europe.
STIPO was working as a public developer (a private developer
with a social goal and a sustainable financial model) in this
neighbourhood but missed the opportunity to buy the
building they were leasing and capitalise on the value they
were creating in the neighbourhood. Combining their own
experience in the Netherlands with discussions they had in
other countries, the team made two observations.
Firstly, STIPO observed that everywhere local and civic
initiatives were growing up and people were getting to a point
where their work couldn t only be fed from their voluntary time
anymore; they had to find a financial model behind it in order
to sustain the initiative and their long term involvement. For
example, being able to buy a building or a land (at least secure
the access to it) could be a way for them to find this
sustainable model.
Secondly, they noticed two issues that placemakers were
generally facing. Most of them are not financial experts and do
not know how to build a strong business model. But if you
don t have the expertise to tap into the value you are creating,
other people will run away with the benefit you are
generating . So there is a need for financial knowledge in
placemaking projects. Added to this, when placemakers do
find a financial model, it is very hard for them to procure a
bank loan. Banks will see those projects as high risk
investments and will either ask for private equity or a very high
rent percentage. When put in this position, placemakers
ultimately just need to commercialise their project and cannot
work on their social impact at the same capacity anymore.

Image credit: Stadmakersfonds

METHODS

From these observations, Hans Karssenberg, along with
Theo Stauttener from Stadkwadraat, came to the
conclusion that there is a clear need for a financial
infrastructure to help city makers scale up their
projects. This was also confirmed by Joost Beunderman
(co-author of The Compendium for the Civic Economy)
who noticed during his research on the civic economy
that after 5 years, a lot of these projects were running
out of steam because there was no financial
infrastructure to help them.
In 2015, Hans Karssenberg and Theo Stauttener went to
a re:Kreators meeting in Budapest. They met with
many city makers, and especially with Rolf Novy Huy,
director of the not-for-profit foundation Stiftung Trias
in Germany that invests in city makers initiatives, such
as the Ex Rotaprint in Berlin and many housing
cooperatives. Sharing all their experiences, Hans and
Theo realised that such a financial infrastructure for city
makers was actually possible and that s how they
initiated the project.

STIPO and Stadkwadraat found a good partner in the
Province of Utrecht, as they had just adopted a policy to
work on the inner city redevelopment rather than building
in the green peripheral areas. As Hans and Theo were part
of the expert team for this new policy, the Province of
Utrecht decided to participate in the creation of the City
Makers Fund, along with the Triodos Bank.
The Hof Van Cartesius became their first project to invest
in. Charlot Ernst, the initiator of the Hof Van Cartesius project wanted to prove that architecture could be completely
circular by developing an area based on circular principles,
while creating great public spaces and fostering a sense of
community. As they already had proof of concept and
candidates that were willing to rent a space, they were
ready to grow into phase 2 and scale up from a temporary
initiative to a more permanent one. This was in total
consistency with the ambition of the City Makers Fund, so
they signed their first investment contract in May 2020.
Now the City Makers Fund is also working to invest in other
cases in smaller towns within the Province of Utrecht,
where there is much less pressure on development, to
influence the liveliness and relationship to the inner city.

FINANCIAL MODEL

The Province of Utrecht provided 1 million Euros as a
revolving investment and a subsidy to grow the fund
and the network. With this 1 million Euros, STIPO and
Stadkwadraat could go to a social bank and make a
deal for future projects. The social bank considers the
City Makers Fund s portion used to procure land and
buildings as the private equity of the initiative, and then
the bank can multiply it with an additional loan.
They are two ways we can help, buy the land or
building for the initiative and lease it to them, or we can
help finance the redevelopment. In that case the social
bank cannot be on board because it will be considered
as double banking according to the new banking
rules. Hans Karssenberg
The added value of the fund for city makers lies in
different factors :
They bring investment willingness in the first place.
They accept the projects sooner than a traditional bank
would.
Because the fund accepts to help the initiative, it allows
them to get other funding on board more easily.
They provide low interest rates. They have a resilient
network built on the solidarity principle. City makers
can help each other, and therefore facilitate the
network.
Governance: The City Makers Fund has an independent
board. They currently aim at having other financiers,
either public or private entities or individuals.

We
rgentl need
o r
placemakers
and cit
makers
gi en the challenges
e face in o r cities
to gro their impact
We need to de elop
a ne
in estment
infrastr ct re aimed
at social impact
Hans Karssenberg

SELECTION PROCESS

In order to get funding from the City Maker Fund, city
makers and placemakers have to go through a few
rounds of approval.
1. The fund looks at the city maker/placermaker s social
impact goals to see if the project is eligible for
investment. This is a very important step since making
a social impact is the main purpose of the fund.
2. They check the financial structure of the initiative.
The fund makes sure they have a real financial model,
then they dive in more to see if some improvements
can be done to make it more sustainable.
3. Once they get through those rounds, they sign a
contract and get to action. In the contract they write
down what are the social impact indicators to keep
track of the evolution and see if the goals have been
reached.

SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

As every project is unique, the City Maker Fund chose
not to have a standardised criteria, but rather to
accompany the initiative in the process of designing
their own impact assessment strategy with the right
indicators. The project leaders then need to make an
annual report regarding this.
There are several criteria mandatory to get help from
the fund. They include:
The project is oriented at delivering a social impact
and is not commercial.
Profit is a means to achieve social impact.
This impact cannot be reached with standard funds.
The project needs to have a visible business case
and reachable steps, aiming to find a self sustained
financial model.
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Placemaking
ini ia i es
of en lack
financial
e per ise

Tradi ional
banks of en
are rel c an
o in es in
placemaking
projec s

Social impac
assessmen
can be a
challenge for
placemakers

The lack of
financial
expertise in
placemaking
projects makes
them harder to
scale up and to
reach a bigger
impact on the
long term.
Placemakers do
not have enough
financial tools to
benefit from the
value they are
creating,
especially in
terms of real
estate added
value.

It s often hard for
placemakers to
get traditional
bank loans
because their
initiatives are
considered as
high risk
investments for
banks. In that
case, either the
initiative does not
have enough
private equity
matching the
bank s
requirement,
and or the bank
asks for too high
interest rates,
thwarting the
placemakers
ability to work on
social impact.

Assessing the
social impact of
placemaking is
not yet
embedded in the
practices whereas
it could be very
beneficial for the
team and their
partners on many
levels. Indeed, it
could serve as a
base for all
stakeholders to
align on common
goals and to
demonstrate the
value that
placemaking is
creating for all.

Crea e
financial
infras r c re
s ha are
accessible o
ci makers

De elop smar
mechanisms
o enhance
o nership

Placemaking
sho ld be par
of he area
de elopmen
process

In order to grow
from temporary
actions to more
permanent
actions, city
makers and
placemakers
need to develop
sustainable
financial models.
In order to do so,
we need to create
the financial
infrastructures
that will help
secure their
funding.

For instance,
building or land
leases are useful
mechanisms to
help those
initiatives to
reduce their costs
and balance their
financial model. It
can be a first step
towards buying
the building or
the land
afterwards.

Traditional
stakeholders of
urban
development,
such as
municipalities,
investors or real
estate developers,
should integrate
placemaking
initiatives as an
actual part of the
system and start
valuing them as
such.
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Keywords: public open call for private
developers, public private collaboration,
sustainable economic model, place
management

Marika Frenette is the founder and
director of Wigwam Consulting and
Engineering, based in Nantes, France.
After studying architecture in Canada
and urban planning in France, she
created Wigwam with the German
architect and engineer Bettina Horch in
2007.
Developing
participatory
methods for co creation and sustainable
constructions, Wigwam gathers a team
with very diverse backgrounds. From
urban consulting, multi actor and
transversal cooperation, collective and
creative intelligence to environmental
strategy and social innovation, the team
works for both private and public clients.
Among other projects and sources of
interest, Marika is currently involved in
the structuration of a network of French
placemakers.

The project, Hôtel Dieu in Rennes, France, is a key moment in the evolution of Wigwam and embodies a
turning point in the traditional process of public town planning.
Hôtel Dieu is an old hospital originally built in 1858 that has a historical and sentimental value to the
inhabitants of Rennes. Located in the north periphery of the city, the building has a strategic location leading
to a public park. The left wing municipality made a priority to have a project that would be open to all citizens
due to a previous bad experience with Le Couvent des Jacobins, a site in Rennes, which ultimately led to its
privatization because of high rehabilitation costs.
In 2015, Rennes decided to launch an open call to give a new breath to the 22 hectares hospital site. Because of its size,
Hôtel Dieu was considered as a neighborhood building and therefore required an urbanist to work on the project. In
addition to this criteria, the municipality required that the selected team also include the users in the creation process and
design an independent economic model to handle the management of the area for the long term. One of the innovations
in this public open call process is that, contrary to the traditional public open calls in France related to area development,
this one was targeted to private developers and not to regional public developers.
Image credit: Marika Frenette

METHODS
In 2017, after a competition that lasted 1.5 year with 3
rounds, the team led by Linkcity a subsidiary of
Bouygues won. Among other actors, the team
included: Wigwam to accompany and facilitate the
collaborative management of the project and the
valorisation of the invisible , Grand Public to manage
the co creation with the local communities, Territoires
the regional public developer selected to assist Linkcity
in the project , and The Roof a startup with a concept
of indoor climbing mixed to a cultural place
designated to handle the sport and event
management of the place with the other businesses of
the building.
After a phase of consultation and participation with all
the stakeholders, including the local residents,
associations,
businesses,
public
and
private
organizations involved in the project, the project team
decided in September 2019 to temporarily open a part
of the area to the public with The Roof and Origines.
This new place is a mix of rock climbing with cultural
events and a microbrewery. This temporary activation is
supposed to last 3 years in order to instigate engaging
the communities in this area during the phase before
the construction phase actually begins.
The project is now at the beginning of its construction
phase and is already open to the public via the leisure
activities and services of The Roof and Origines.
In accordance with the urban strategy of Rennes for
2030, the Hôtel Dieu project is an opportunity to extend
the city centre further north. The Hôtel Dieu area has a
mixed used programme with 350 housings, hostels
rooms with open spaces oriented for young people, a
health center, a food court, and microbrewery among
other nice activities.

The co creation process of the project with the local
communities was structured in 2 phases.
Phase 1: Consultation
November 2017 to March 2018
Grand Public carried out the first consultation phase
with the local citizens through public meetings, walks
around the Hôtel Dieu, and other interactive digital and
physical platforms to exchange on the future project.
They also organised ethnological interviews to
understand how people perceived the neighbourhood
and to capture the identity of the place.
Phase 2: Participation
March 2018 to December 2018
A second participatory phase was organised with
different groups of inhabitants, associations, schools,
local businesses and cultural organizations, and the
involved public and private actors. The information
collected during the first consultation phase served as a
base of reflection for workshops with the different local
stakeholders the public and the professionals: real
estate developers, architects, expert offices, the city and
other public organisations, the regional developer
Territoires, and The Roof.
Wigwam accompanied the collaborative management
of the project and worked to promote and highlight the
hidden values of the Hôtel Dieu, with the help of
ANTHR2.

GOVERNANCE
FINANCIAL MODEL

This project showcases a powerful collaboration
between public and private organisations for urban
renewal. It is a public open call but led by the private
developer Linkcity and backed up by the public
regional developer Territoires.
Linkcity invested more than 70 million euros in the 3
phases of the project to be finished in 2024. One
innovative aspect of the project s financial model is that
the startup The Roof will be managing the area in
cooperation with the businesses inside the building
and will find the private business model accordingly. As
they cannot allocate more public money for the
management neither in subsidies, nor in insurance , in
addition to the redevelopment of the building, the
private developer takes on the responsibility to assume
the financial risk in the case that The Roof does not find
a balanced economic model for the management of
the area.
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Se
be een
p blic and
p i a e ac o
In France there is
a strong duality
between public
and private
actors. To set the
conditions of
trust among
those actors, it is
crucial to build
strong and
efficient
partnerships.

Make a high
cos projec
accessible o
all
Rehabilitating
historic buildings,
like Hôtel Dieu, is
very costly and
therefore requires
high investments
from private
actors. Making a
high cost project
still accessible to
the general
public with
public areas
without
privatising the
entire area is a
real challenge.

KE LE
Assess he
social impac
hen i s
nobod s job
Assessing the
social impact of a
project is rather
complicated
because of the
difficulty to
measure its
intangible effects.
It is even harder
to do when it s
not mandatory
and nobody s job.
The social impact
should be as
important as the
economic and
environmental
impact.

Fo e
complemen a

p blic p i a e
collabo a ion
Public and private
actors have very
complementary
skills. It is important
to create the
conditions of trust
between those
actors to build a
collective
intelligence.
Wigwam worked
with an
interorganizational
coach to help break
the barriers
between the
structures and find
a common
language. The
project needs to
include all
stakeholders in the
making process
and make sure they
are aligned on the
same values and
goals.

Find a
ainable
economic
model
Placemaking
projects need to
find independent
and sustainable
economic models
that allow the
continuation and
the management
of the place for the
long term. Here,
The Roof is
responsible for
this. The model is
made possible by
reinvesting the
profit of the overall
project into the
management
system. As there is
no public money
for the
management,
Linkcity provides a
financial
guarantee in case
The Roof doesn t
find a sustainable
business model.

Open he
place
g ad all o
he p blic
d ing
ehabili a ion
The creation of a
temporary place
during the
rehabilitation of
the building
engages the
communities to
link with Hôtel
Dieu throughout
the process
especially near
the street and
everyday life
rhythms. The
team made the
place look
unfinished on
purpose to be
welcoming to all
types of publics,
and especially
those who would
otherwise feel
excluded.
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We need a strateg on the
area level, to reposition and
reactivate the area
ith
events and placemaking
interventions We need an
area
net ork
for
the
stakeholders
to
ork
together.

- Hans Karssenberg

Hans Karssenberg is a founding
partner and public developer of
STIPO, an interdisciplinary team for
urban development based in the
Netherlands, as well as an initiator
behind the Stadmakersfonds City
Makers Fund an investment fund
for placemakers see pg. X to learn
more about this . Additionally, Hans
works to create more liveable and
loveable cities through his work
with the City at Eye Level
international methodology, and
through his role as Board Member
in
the
Placemaking
Europe
network.

In the last five years, the area of Rhijnhuizen within
Nieuwegein municipality of Utrecht has made a
successful turnaround from an underused and dull
business park into a lively and liveable area filled with a
community now possessing a strong sense of
ownership and belonging. This was no easy feat, but
rather a labour of passion over time to get to know the
community and collaborate on solutions together
thus, Club Rhijnhuizen was born. Initially, the project to
revitalise the 80 hectares of Rijnhuizen began in 2014
owing to the area feeling outdated and fragmented
due to building vacancies following the recession, lack
of mixed use functions, and the abundance of empty
parking
lots
and
glass
facade
architecture
demotivating renters and users to engage with the
spaces. The vacant buildings, making up about 40 of
all the buildings in the area, were mainly owned by
prior businesses or local families to serve as investment
pensions for the future. Now these owners were placed
with the difficult challenge to figure out what to do
with their empty properties. In response to the area s
situation, the city of Nieuwegein, together with real
estate developer, opened a call for a new area
management plan, specifically requesting long term
solutions and mixed use development in exchange for
6 months of funding, after which time the area
management operation should be self sustaining.

Hans Karssenberg and Emilie Vlieger teamed up to
create
Club
Rhijnhuizen,
coalescing
their
complementary and different skill sets and
experiences, as a public developer and area
marketer respectively, into a vision for sustainable
and human oriented development. From the get
go, Hans and Emilie deeply invested their efforts to
get to know the community and stakeholders
through kickoffs, meetings, and walk alongs
through the area. Importantly, as the area is made
up of at least 100 owners, it was vital to create an
organisation and area management plan to bring
together all the varying interests, as well as create a
funding model to bring all these interests forward
in a democratic manner
Image credit: STIPO

METHODS

The project combined a methodology for deep
participatory input towards a mixed use design
achieved through genuine matchmaking between
owners, renters, users, and spaces. Moreover, in
collaboration with real estate developers, Hans and
Emelie realised plot by plot planning would not be an
effective route forward since no one was interested in
developing so soon after the crisis, and therefore came
to the conclusion that placemaking methods and
reactivations
would
be
the
most
effective.
Advantageously, not only do such interventions bring
life to the area, but also instil deeper senses of
belonging, ownership, and connections amongst the
users and community. Check out the following
methodology process steps:
1. Get to know your community
Hans and Emelie
deeply invested their energy to get to know the
community from the onset through walk along chats,
exploring the area, and simply talking with locals.
2. Host collaborative horizontal meetings with the
stakeholders
for example, this can take shape as
kickoff meetings or mixer meetings over food.
3. Host engaging events and interventions that are
geared toward participatory input. This is a catalysing
moment to build the network that has been developed
thus far.

4. Play matchmaker amongst the building owners,
renters or initiatives, and real estate developers. An
action that assisted in this partnering step came from
the recurring casual dinners that Hans and Emelie
organised at various vacant buildings or welcoming
spaces throughout the area this gained human social
capital as well as understanding and alignments
between stakeholders.
5. Scale up the events to more organised placemaking.
The nearby park, Park Rhijnhuizen, underwent a
handful of placemaking projects to improve the users
daily lived experiences, and importantly bolster senses
of trust in the project s plans for area renewal.
6. Create an equitable funding model for long term
place management. In this situation, developers pay a
one
time
monetary
contribution,
while
the
membership of building owners and residents does not
require a monetary contribution since they bring
different value to the neighborhood. This is elaborated
in the Financial Model.

FINANCIAL MODEL

As the municipality of Nieuwegein and the province of
Utrecht collectively funded 30,000 euros to go towards
six months of this pilot project, there was the unique
opportunity to instigate a new approach to area
management and transformations. As stated, an
egalitarian and hybrid financial membership model
was created where developers, but not the community
members, pay a one time monetary fee as an
investment in the overall public infrastructure of
Rhijnhuizen area and is activated through the
developer being granted a permit to redevelop the
private land via the municipality. Importantly, and
vitally, everyone has an equal voice regardless of the
financial contribution.

Currently, the Dutch Ministry is examining and
considering the Club Rhijnhuizen model to be
integrated into national legislation for future green field
redevelopment.
This new organisational structure creates a mutually
beneficial system that ensures the area has funds to
provide management into the future, while the
developer works in a lively area, and the municipality is
able to innovate the public infrastructure system.

As the contributions from developers goes towards
improving the area, and thus raises the value, it was
important to make sure this step was consistent for the
future developers as well rather than future developers
riding the wave from the monetary input places before.
Since both the municipality and province were open
minded in the call for this pilot project, they agreed and
supported the restructuring and reorganisation of this
area to now become part of the public infrastructure for
the future. Previously, this was not possible due to the
strict procedures for what can be listed as costs.

Club Rhijnhuizen participatory meeting. Image credit: STIPO.

We anted ever bod
to be a co-o ner of the
area development.
- Hans Karssenberg

Image credit: STIPO

GOVERNANCE
Add a little bit of Emelie and Hans created an area
cooperative, a legal and membership based entity, for
the Rhijnhuizen area. While the area cooperative, Club
Rhijnhuizen, is similar to an association, it also
maintains
a
business
orientation
to
ensure
management and funding long term. As such, in an
association you have a board making the decisions, in a
cooperative the members make decisions together
with certain levels in the decision making process.body
text

The Board represents every voice in the area, and is
driven by the annual membership gathering which
occurs at the end of the year and incorporates the Work
Organisation members. Based on the outcomes from
this meeting, the Board makes an action plan for the
next year, while importantly considering the daily lives
for the area s community. The Work Organisation then
proposes the action plan to the Board and
subsequently from the Board to the members.

KE CHALLE GE
Hono ring
man
differen
s akeholders
ishes
It is difficult to
engage and
work with
multiple and
diverse
stakeholders.
This process
phase is
complex and
takes a lot of
time and
energy.

Rigid p blic
reg la ions
ha h ar
impro emen s

Some public
regulations are
too rigid and do
not fit the new
forms of urban
renewal as
opposed to
green field
development .

KE LE
Making a
model ha is
con e
specific e
adap able o
niq e
si a ions
It s challenging
to build a model
that is adaptable
into a specific
context. The
model needs to
not only
replicate good
ideas, but also
host the ability
to disconnect
from the original
context into
another.

F se he riad
of org are
hard are
sof are
Orgware is just
as important as
software and
hardware to
ensure
successful
placemaking.

Ac i a e he
ne ork
This is done
through getting
to know the
community,
bringing them
together in fun
and soft ways,
and from there
playing
matchmaker to
align
opportunities
and common
principles.
Activating the
network is really
important. To
build strong
relationships in
the network you
need to work on
the soft ties, not
only the formal
ties and further,
you need to be
very reactive to
opportunities.

Crea e an
eq i able
financial
model based
on he
members
Placemaking
has to find
sustainable
financial models
to have a long
lasting social
impact. Each
situation
requires ardent
considerations
for what values
the different
types of
stakeholders
bring forward
and their
relative
limitations.
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Keywords: neighbourhood engagement,
local development, governance model

"We anted to attract
the businesses to build
the square of tomorro
hich ill be a unique
and inclusive square for
Oslo."
-

stein Aurlien

Øystein Aurlien is a branding
and communication specialist,
with extensive experience from
various
city
development
projects and private public
partnerships. He has recently
co founded the Norwegian
property industry initiative on
social innovation, YTE.

Tøyen
is
a
centrally
located
neighborhood in Oslo, associated with
a lot of social challenges historically.
Several
upgrading
projects
have
already been implemented in the area
by 2017, when the four property owners
around the square decided to initiate a
new project for transforming the
square. The property owners wanted to
establish an organizational structure
that would help to promote the square,
program it, make it more attractive and
interesting in terms of business.
Øystein started the project in January
2018 by getting in touch with local
forces and the local municipality, as
well as starting intensive dialogue with
all stores and restaurants around the
square. Together with his partners in
the project, primarily VIdar Singh, the
idea was to intensify the public
functions of the square.
In
general,
the
idea
of
the
transformation came as a follow up to
the municipality s idea to move the
Munch museum from Toyen to the
fjord area. Investment in Tøyen and
making it a more attractive area for
people living there was part of the
political deal with the left wing parties.

METHODS

Several of the buildings near the square were inhabited
by residents with some of the hardest social challenges
in Oslo. Often one could find 6 7 people living in two
rooms. There has been also a high level of illiteracy and
unemployment among the residents. Before the
transformation of the square, it was often referred to as
a predominantly white square and many of the people
living around were not included in what took place in
the square. To change this situation, the first weeks of
the project were spent in discussions with the residents
and store owners around the square, in an attempt to
bring them together and build a common plan. The
contacts with the representatives of local initiatives and
key active persons in the area the connectors were
established through the local municipality. Therefore,
an organisation for governing the Tøyen square was
established as a result of the robust discussions. For
Øystein personally, in the case of Tøyen s transformative
years, his previous similar experiences has served as a
great asset. Additionally, he was also very specific on
personal branding and communication, he says that
professional clothes, such as a suit and tie, helped build
certain
meaningful
dialogues
with
different
stakeholders.

At quite an earl stage of
the project, e decided
that hat e anted to
do is not to establish a
commercial organisation
or a shopping centre, but
an inclusive and sociall
oriented organisation.
-

stein Aurlien

GOVERNANCE

The organisation governing the square provides an
equal share of 25 for each of the: 1 property owners,
2 restaurants and stores on the square, 3 the
community organisations, and 4 the municipality. The
board consists of two representatives from each of the
four shareholder groups and is responsible for
developing the strategy, discussing the budget, and
establishing a dialogue between all stakeholders.
Originally the idea was to provide a third of the
ownership to the property owners, stores and
restaurant owners, and the municipality. However, in a
meeting with political parties, a caution against
privatisation was raised, stressing that it could
adversely impact the representation of the residents
interests. The key financiers of the project and driving
forces behind the process wanted to show to the
stakeholders and community that they are committed
to making the square attractive, inclusive, and
functional for the people. They also wanted to make
sure that the community did not get the impression
that they are interested in the project only for
commercial reasons. So dividing the ownership equally
was the best way to go. At this present moment, this is
a unique equal ownership project in Norway where
the municipality is one of the financiers.

FINANCIAL MODEL
The main sources of income for the square are the
membership fees, partnerships with other projects, and
marketing contributions from the neighbouring stores
and restaurants. Primarily, most of the initial investment
in the project has been made by the property owners.
The membership fee is different for each party based on
equitable principles. Additionally, the store and restaurant
owners pay a small percentage of their turnover towards
the marketing costs and this is the biggest contribution
from shareholders. The contribution from the community
is representative of the energy they put into the square,
rather than monetary
as the social value they bring is
vital for the success and sustainability of the square for
everyone to benefit. Importantly, the combined pool from
the membership fees from all the parties is enough to pay
a programme manager.
The
programme
manager
builds
up
strategic
partnerships with commercial brands for the projects in
the square, which creates another source of income for
the organisation. The events that take place in the Tøyen
Square are usually selected on the basis of matching the
soul of the square . For example, for a fashion event, such
as a catwalk, then the partnership is likely with a brand of
an independent designer. Øystein states, Tøyen has
established a cool brand, so we ask the organisations to
tap in to the brand of Tøyen. Therefore, even if it s an area
with the biggest challenges in Norway, it is also an area
with a lot of initiative, engagement, and co creation with
neighborhood incubators and small social entrepreneurs.
And that is seen as cool and unique, which consequently
helps the square to attract external partnerships and
increase turnover.

KE CHALLE GE
Tangible al e
for he differen
s akeholders
migh no be in
place from he
er firs
momen
Store and restaurant
owners don t fully
understand why it s
important to have
this kind of
organisation and why
it s important to
involve people living
in the area in the
process. They mostly
want to see the
results immediately,
so it took a long time
for them to
understand the need
to work with the local
market.

CEOs no
illing o ake
risks
Often CEOs and
company owners
are quite risk averse,
especially when they
don t see immediate
and direct impacts,
so bringing a
placemaking
approach creates a
new tool for them to
try things as well.

KE LE

Eq al decision
making po er
The fact that
Tøyen Square is
an inclusive
organisation
combined with
an equal
representation
of private and
public
stakeholders
enables deeper
inclusiveness
and greater
accessibility of
the square.

S rong and
cool
branding for
he sq are

In ol e he
residen s from
he er firs
s age

The branding
of the square
as a diverse,
unique, and
interesting
place makes it
an attractive
event space
with a stronger
identity, and
also facilitates
an extra source
of income.

Before moving
forward with any
plans, Øystein
established a
network of diverse
residents with
whom further ideas
were developed.
The organisations
around the square
have also provided
employment
opportunities for
the surrounding
residents. For
example, Ideal
Security
Programme
provided jobs as
security guards in
the library
bordering the
square for young
adults adolescents
from the area.
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Keywords: local development, heritage
management, mixed use development

Peter Williams is a managing
director
and
founder
of
placemaking
consultancy,
The
Means, which has championed
regeneration, as well as local
economic
and
community
development for over 25 years.

Hajir Kheder is a qualified architect
and working as an in house
designer and project coordinator.
Within The Means, Hajir has worked
on housing and estate regeneration
and mixed use areas. The Means
combines research consultancy
with actual project delivery.

Although the Low Line focuses on a
particular geographical area and a
particular type of historical construction,
the idea and strategy behind the success
of the project are widely applicable and
relevant in contemporary cities. The Low
Line represents
a viaduct in South
London that was built during the
industrialisation period
when the city
needed to provide food, jobs, and
connection to a vast amount of people.
The viaduct is one continuous structure,
which is staggeringly big, at places
staggeringly beautiful, and at some parts
decidedly ugly. The rail arches of the
viaduct stretch through social housing
estates,
light
industrial
complexes,
businesses, and they have been a part of
the area for over 150 years. In recent
history, before the Low Line development
brought new life into the arches, they
have been underused and perceived as
places of neglect by the community. Local
communities often saw the viaduct as an
obstruction, where it was scary to walk. So
the project aimed at turning something
that was an obstacle for the economic
and social regeneration into an asset by
repurposing the arches for different uses
and diverse users.
Image credit: The Low Line

METHODS

The aim of the project is to create arch spaces along the
Low Line that are adaptable, flexible and support a mix
of uses. The first stage of the project involved an audit
of the Low Line from Blackfriars to Bermondsey which
included surveying all the business occupiers,
classifying them and mapping out their permeability.
The audit helped to identify what routes need to open
up, what facilities need to be improved. As a result, the
first new sections of the Low Line opened at Old Union
Yard Arches and Flat Iron Square and are now thriving
places for business and the community.
The initial stages of the project also involved a horizon
scanning brief which tried to put the Low Line into a
different context and to predict what it will be like in
ten years time. The comparisons of the study revealed
that viaduct covered an area which had the same social
and economic characteristics of a mid size city.
However, there was no masterplan or whatsoever for
the area. Afterwards, funding from the Mayor of
London s Good Growth Fund allowed to study : 1 how
individual arches could be designed and used as
workspaces 2 how the whole stretch can function as a
moving corridor 3 how gateways and connectivity
between
the
Low
Line
and
surrounding
neighbourhoods can be enhanced 4 what an
environmental strategy for the Line would look like.

One of the first initiatives that happened as a result of
this study has been the creation of the Food Cluster. As
a first step a workshop brought more than 50 people
from local businesses and organisations together to
explore the emergence of a cluster of food related
businesses in and around the railway viaduct and
explore ways of collaboration between them. Most of
the businesses that participated at the event never had
a chance or reason to meet before. The participants
immediately identified that the establishment of a
cluster can help in sharing costly training from food
hygiene to fork lift truck driving.

GOVERNANCE

When the National Rail Company was the primary
owner of the arches, it was harder to push things
through as their primary interest was around keeping
the infrastructure intact, rather than socio economic
development. In the duration of the project the
National Rail provided a long term lease to a
consortium of a private investor
a large property
management company. Their ultimate goal was to get
an economic return from the arches, however they
have been doing it in a piecemeal fashion. Therefore,
although the single ownership has provided an
opportunity to make strategic decisions across the
area, to have cross subsidy and have a mix of public
and commercial uses, eventually it also posed a
disadvantage as the owner had to be convinced in
doing certain things. Mainly the challenge has been
having a strategic approach towards a mix of use and
having structures that are less remunerative in terms of
economy, but add to the vitality and viability of the
stretch of arches.
The Low Line concept has developed through a group
of
partners
including
Better
Bankside,
Blue
Bermondsey, Team London Bridge, The Arch Company,
Southwark Council, and Borough Market and further
evolution aims to involve the residents more
intensively.

The Friends of Low Line strategy with about 1000
people tries to keep the community informed and
engaged through events, a Newsletter and website.
The multi stakeholder project involves a steering group
with Board members which works at the level of
strategy, below that there is an officer working group
managing the whole project and below there are
project managers for specific projects.

Image credit: The Low Line
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Although, it was
easier to work
together with the
property owner on
the ideas that would
lead to direct
economic benefits,
working through
developments that
are less remunerative
in terms of economy,
but add to the vitality
and viability of the
stretch of arches

Cha gi g he
e ice e

Quite often the
project needed to
implement change
of use, and most of
the licensing in that
area was for storage,
warehouses,
mechanics.
Although every city
needs those uses,
with gentrification
they move out.
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D

e ic
a d b
i i ia
die

Given the size
and diversity of
the area that the
railway arches
stretched
through
understanding
the
surroundings
and dynamics
have been an
important part
of building up
the strategy for
the Low Line
and forecasting
its development
into the future.

B i d he
c ai i
f
a eh de
i he a ea
Food Cluster
strategy was
the first
attempt to
bring all the
food related
businesses
together and it
proved to be
successful as
the owners
immediately
identified ways
of cooperation
and laid down
strategy for it.

U e
g
b a di g
e e a
i age f
hi
ica
a ea
The idea of Low
Line was inspired
by the concept of
the High Line in
New York. The
strong identity of
the area helped
to highlight the
unity and
establish it as
one major
development.

IN CONCLUSION

The Low Line project has the ambition of creating a
continuous
car free
public
walkway
linking
neighbourhoods, nodes of commerce and busy tourist
attractions. The project has involved diverse studies of
the area, with identifying the needs of different
stakeholders and mapping out how the future
developments will shape the area. Achieving the mix of
occupiers, anchoring a place and providing a focal
point for places of exchange and creating job
opportunities for the community have been the main
goals behind the development strategy of the area.
Although some bits of the project are still evolving, the
strategy has already proved itself in creating socially
and economically viable places and community nodes.

B ildi g T ge he
Place F L cal
De el me
La g Re idê cia
Li b
Tiag M a Sa ai a
SOU La g Re idê cia
Intervie ed b Na aket A imli
Keywords: neighbourhood engagement,
local development, cooperative project

Tiago Mota Saraiva is an architect
and urbanist with specialisation in
Architecture, Territory and Memory.
He is an invited Professor at Lisbon
School of Architecture (FAUL ,
managing partner at ateliermob
and the president of Working with
the 99 cooperative. He is a board
member of SOU Largo Residências
cooperative
and
re:Kreators.
Member of the Editorial Board of
Le
Monde
Diplomatique
Portuguese Version and external
advisor of Lisbon City Council for
the implementation of the Agenda
21 for Culture held by the UCLG.

In
the Ma or of Lisbon at
the time António Costa
decided to move his office to
the
Intendente
neighbourhood in Lisbon that
as often characterised b
crime as ell as social and
economic challenges As the
ne s spread over the media a
group of neighbours led b a
local
cultural
association
came up
ith an idea of a
socio cultural project in the
neighbourhood as part of the
urban rene al project The
group decided to take the
building
ne t
to
the
prospective ma or s office in
and established Largo
Residências
Toda
Largo
Residências is a hostel hotel
artist in residence and a café
run b a cooperative that
develops projects to support
the
cultural
and
social
inclusion
of
Intendente s
inhabitants

METHODS

In Largo Residências every floor has a different function.
The ground floor is a cafe, which functions almost as a
city commons and is the only one of its kind in the area.
The cafe tries to have a low cost, has a policy of not
bothering the visitors if they stay in the square for a
long time without consuming much. The cafe also
serves as a
first point of contact
with the
neighbourhood. The second floor is a hostel that also
hosts some cultural events sometimes. However, the
main arena for cultural activities engaging different
artists and festivals takes place on the square. Since the
engagement with the neighbourhood is one of the
most important goals for the Largo, residencies with
the artists who work with the community around
creates an additional layer of exchange. The cultural
activities of the Largo stretch beyond the borders of
Intendente, for instance they organise festivals with the
metropolitan firm on metro stations.
At the first stages of the project the Largo team could
also provide the artists participating in the festivals with
spaces for working and creating. However, as the
neighbourhood developed and became more attractive
for the investors and businesses all of the empty
buildings
in
the
area
were
occupied
and
commercialised. The Largo Residências itself faced a

risk of eviction, and also doesn t feel the same sense of
belonging to a newly gentrified neighbourhood. While
the cooperators contemplated moving the project a
block
further
away
from
the
Intendente
neighbourhood, the thorough public outreach and
community engagement strategy worked as a shield
from displacement for them.
From the beginning the cooperative aimed at
providing the employees with long term contracts and
recruiting the people from the neighbourhood. As the
Largo became one of the main employers in the area,
their eviction would get a lot of attention in the media
and become a problem for the municipality this way.
Moreover, the cooperative was also closely engaged
with local cultural associations in the neighbourhood
and larger Lisbon area. Moreover, the project has also
been presented in a lot of spaces in Europe as a project
for local development, which helped them to grow the
organisation and network.

FINANCIAL MODEL

The project received an initial investment of 50K from
the municipality and an additional 50K from were
invested by the cooperants. While some cooperants
invested in capital, others contributed with hours of
work. The loan was taken by cooperants on their own
liability, it was an investment and people received 4
annually of the investment they made. The cooperants
managed to give the loans back in 2018 as spaces that
would create income started operating and making a
profit at the premises of Largo. In order to decrease the
initial financial burden, Largo Residencias used a step
by step approach to opening the spaces. First, the
residences were opened on the upper floor, since they
were already renovated. In the second stage, the hostel
started operating on the second floor. Cultural activity
and the hostel became the main financial backbones of
the project. Eventually, in 2013 after the square was
renovated by the municipality the cafe opened at the
entrance level of the residences. Initially, the
cooperants thought the cafe would be producing the
main value but it was able to cover its costs only in 2019,
and managed to make profits only afterward.

"These kinds of projects shouldn’t
compete with each other, meaning if
this kind of a project starts in the
neighbouring street, it’s something to
be celebrated and it means that you
are gaining strength."
- Tiago Moto Saraiva

GOVERNANCE

There are 10 cooperators and 18 workers at Largo.
Largo s goal is to provide formal work to people in their
community, and up to 40
of the employees are
having their first professional contract. The board of the
cooperative is still in development. As for the day to day
management, the team has regular meetings based on
the thematic divisions: culture, cafe, hostel, and
management of all these. Sometimes everyone comes
together, sometimes there are separate meetings and
when relevant, the cooperators are invited. There is also
a separate meeting structured for cooperators. The
decision making is usually based on the majority.

KE CHALLE GE
La d d
e hi
Landlords
usually don t
understand the
social impact of
this kind of
projects and it
doesn t mean
much for them.
Their primary
interest is in
increasing the
value of land. For
this reason the
cooperative
wants to build
the next Largo
either on a public
slot or
cooperatively
owned land,
where
cooperators also
don t have a
chance to divide
it into smaller
plots and sell it.

Bei g agi e
e
i e
ge ifica i
Urban renewal in
deprived
neighbourhoods
very often leads
to gentrification.
Before you know
it, all the
buildings in the
area get
occupied by
commercial
organisations.
It s often difficult
to get a control of
this process, but
being agile at the
very beginning of
the process and
trying to provide
adequate
response could
better help to
navigate the
process.

KE LE
Lac f i i ia
i e
e
Largo has
started with a
very minimal
investment and
high financial
risks.
The amount
required for the
renovation was
300 400k EUR,
while the
available capital
was only 100k.

P

ide
i ie
f
he
eighb
h d
e ide
Employing the
people from the
neighbourhood
and building up
programs that
could help the
local
associations
helped to
strengthen the
networks in the
area.

I c e e a
de e
e
With a low
amount of initial
capital, the
cooperative
decided to open
each floor with a
unique function
at a one at a time
pace based on
the incomes of
the floor. The
subsequent
renovations of
the next floors
were only able to
begin from the
previous floor's
return of income.

C
a
ac i i ie a a
gea f
ec
ic a d
cia i
ac
The residencies,
festivals, live
performances
and community
based art have
served both as a
means to
engage the
neighbourhood
residents, and
as a crucial
factor for the
financial
feasibility, as it
turned into one
of the main
income sources.

EPILOGUE

GLOSSARY
LACE-LED DE EL MEN :

Place-Led Development fuses
the principles of place, human scale, social life, and the city at
eye level to innovate the real estate and area/ urban
development industries. This human approach to
development includes the design of public spaces and
buildings around values of human scale, multi-stakeholder
engagement, and the active programming of open spaces and
ground floors. The daily use of ground floor units stimulates
public space with social life and engages of a varied
community of users, thus enabling a diversity of activities to
take.

A EA MANAGEMEN :

Area management ensures that the
place is taken care of strategically for the long term.
Oftentimes, an area manager, or an area management team,
works collaboratively with all the users and business owners
surrounding the place to create a programme and lead
decision making, such as budgets and interventions, to take
care of the public place. For successful area management, a
clear and equitable governance structure is agreed upon with
the stakeholders.

INCL I I :

Genuine inclusivity requires intentional and
deep welcoming for all persons, especially those who are often
missed, misrepresented, and/or marginalised by inequitable
systems. For example, a placemaking campaign may require a
handful of different communication channels and meeting
options to actively reach, invite, and conveniently host all users
based on language, literacy, accessibility, and daily schedules.

C MM NI DE EL MEN : “A process where community
members come together to take collective action and generate
solutions to common problems. - United Nations
Importantly, outcomes from community development include
a sense of belonging, ownership, and cohesion.
LACEMAKING:

In the 1960s, placemaking started to
become a movement and was inspired by the people-centred
work by Jane Jacobs and William H. Whyte. Rather than
prioritise the car to plan cities, these innovators aimed to
design cities for people from the get-go. Later, in the 1990s, the
not-for-profit organisation, Project for Public Spaces (PPS)
propelled placemaking further through their work to build
New York City communities. PPS began actively and
intentionally using the term ‘placemaking’ to describe the
approach of building communities around a place. This
method empowered participants to reimagine and reinvent
public spaces collectively, collaboratively, and democratically.
From this point, placemaking as a defined enclave of work and
ideology took off. Placemaking connects social well-being with
economic sustainable development building on the human
needs of sociability, belonging, security, and prosperity.
Placemaking Europe engages this same method, and works
with placemaking as a process to robustly engage participants
and users deeply, discover contextual nuances, co-create great
places with the users, work with municipal systems,
collaborate in diverse expert teams, and build lasting models
for long term care. Now, placemaking exists globally and this
ethos is translated across many languages and cultures.
Moreover, networks for placemaking mirror this advancement,
and exist globally in Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, North
America, and South America, as well as an overall global
network organised by PlacemakingX!

LACECI : A shorthand for ‘Placemaking for sustainable
and thriving cities’, is a project under the JPI Urban Europe
Making Cities Work Call. PlaceCity explores case sites in
Gronland, Oslo, Norway and Floridsdorf, Vienna, Austria. In
each respective case site, PlaceCity deeply investigates how
placemaking is contextually perceived, how public space is
shaped, local placemaking tools, nuanced challenges to
overcome, and the network of placemakers.
Further, within the current PlaceCity work, the team actively
collaborates to develop case specific strategies and
placemaking business models for long term liveability. This
phase of the project is disseminated to the wider Placemaking
Europe network to scale-up repeatability and open-source
knowledge transfers to ultimately make better cities for all. On
the one hand, PlaceCity partners want to bring international
placemaking tools to the cities, test them and evaluate the
efficiency. On the other hand, local placemakers can develop
and add their own tools to the open toolbox and share their
story. This collaborative process allows others to learn from the
Olso and Viennese placemaking experiences found and apply
tools in different contexts.

F

M HI

E EA CH LACECI

ILL :

Elaborate our findings to suggest relevant and effective
placemaking business models in the project’s case sites Gronland, Oslo, Norway and Floridsdorf, Vienna, Austria.

Scale up these findings and transfer the findings to other
districts and/or cities using the wider Placemaking Europe
channels.

HI B K: This publication exemplifies the diversity
found in fusing placemaking with business models and
governance frameworks to successfully achieve great places this is shown in the interviews captured across a variety of
scales and cultural contexts throughout Europe. That is the
beauty of placemaking; while truly successful placemaking
inflexibly requires a handful of key ingredients (inclusivity,
participation, co-creation, people over profit, and long term
stewardship), its process and nuances are adaptable to culture
and context at hand. We hope to inspire placemakers and
actors in placemaking projects, such as municipal workers,
financiers, area managers, developers, real estate agents,
artists, etc., to bring this learning forward to aid in
professionalising the placemaking field by applying
placemaking frameworks and models for long term success
and flourishment.

